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ABOUT US

COVER IMAGE
Project: The Pixels,
Makers District, Abu
Dhabi, Image: MVRDV
MAKERS DISTRICT
Ramboll is the lead
Design Consultant and
Programme Manager
for the new 18-hectare
waterfront cultural hub in
Abu Dhabi. Image: MVRDV
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Trusted partners delivering dynamic certainty
We know that certainty is crucial and isn’t static. We focus on
ensuring that, at any point in time, we know where projects are
and where they are going to end up. We take a dynamic, agile
and collaborative approach focused on absolute transparency
and certainty. This means we identify the early warnings and,
should the need arise, take action to get back on track. There
are no surprises and no risks left unattended. We are your
trusted delivery partners. We deliver dynamic certainty.

DELIVERING DYNAMIC CERTAINTY
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Our team bring all the technical expertise and experience you
would expect from a leading provider of project, programme
and portfolio management services. We will confidently manage
all the complexities, interdependencies, risks and conflicts that
come with large undertakings and will stand out in our ability to
integrate and unify teams, to create an atmosphere of trust and
transparency, and to deliver confidence, certainty and success.
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talented project managers

We are highly regarded collaborators and trusted partners.
Ramboll’s distinguished heritage and culture, together with
strongly rooted core values and a clear sense of purpose, ensure
that successful collaborative behaviours are in our DNA. As a
Foundation owned business that is able to take the long-term
view, we have deep and enduring relationships with our clients.
We provide consistent teams and these familiar faces breed a
deep understanding of our client’s businesses and requirements,
whilst ensuring all our undertakings create maximum value and
deliver the best possible outcomes for society.
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Maximising commercial value and outcomes for society
In today’s business climate an organisations projects,
programmes and portfolios need to be extremely efficient,
exceptionally reliable and highly value-creating. Ramboll’s
trusted and experienced team deliver certainty, remove
ambiguity and maximise the best possible outcomes and
value against ambitions.
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OUR MISSION:
Create sustainable
societies where people
and nature flourish.

11,000
SQM COMMERCIAL AND
RETAIL SPACE
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OUR
APPROACH

RAMBOLL VALUES:
Insight & Excellence
Integrity & Empathy
Empowerment &
Collaboration
Enjoyment & Passion

FOUNDERS
Ramboll & Hannemann set up a
responsible company in Denmark in
1945 to help re-build society following
the Second World War. Ramboll
is now a large respected global
organisation of 15,500 people but are
still guided by our founding principles.
LOMBOK:
Ramboll supports many humanitarian
projects. In response to the devastating
earthquakes in Lombok in 2018,
Ramboll collaborated to develop a
blueprint for safe, affordable and
attractive housing using locally sourced
bamboo.

Globally recognised best practice
We are recognised as having
established international best
practice. Our ISO certified Project
Excellence Platform has corporate
accreditation from the Association
for Project Management (APM),
the largest member organisation
within the International Project
Management Association (IPMA).
As a recognised digital pioneer, our
platform allows us to be adaptable
and transformative in the way we
collaborate, communicate and work
with clients.

Strong collaborative behaviours
We are one of very few large
consultancies to be privately
owned. This provides great stability
and enables us to invest more
deeply in employees and client
relationships. Our Nordic heritage
has fostered a culture that values
excellence, innovation, collaboration,
trust and empowerment. The result
is a consistent set of behaviours
that make us transparent and
trustworthy, positive team players,
and determined to deliver the best
outcomes.

Consistent teams
We bring together the right people
and teams, processes, documents
and tools needed to deliver
outstanding project outcomes.
Our consistent client teams
develop a deep understanding of
our clients drivers and activities.
We utilise the advantages and
advancement digitalisation enables
in enjoying transparent and open
communication across borders, with
the instant transfer of information
and optimised management of
documentation.

Maximising sustainable outcomes
As a socially conscious business
with a mission to ‘create sustainable
societies where people and nature
flourish’, we bring unique insights to
maximise sustainable outcomes and
value creation for our clients, their
customers and society. This focus
stems from our founders, Børge
Rambøll, a visionary humanist, and
Johan Hannemann, a technically
gifted engineer. Together they
wanted to create a responsible
company focused on developing
sustainable societies.
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AMAGER
BAKKE
Amager Bakke is one of the world’s most energy efficient waste-toenergy plants with net energy efficiency of 107%. Ramboll acted as
Owners Engineer, involved from the very beginning and provided
project planning and definition, conceptual design, tendering,
procurement, project and contract management, supervision and
commissioning. Uniquely, ski slopes and climbing walls are integrated
into the facility to bring recreational value to the city it serves.
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107%
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

550,000
PEOPLE SUPPLIED WITH LOW-CARBON
ELECTRICITY

400,000t
WASTE TREATED EVERY YEAR

AMAGER BAKKE
Image: BIG-Bjarke Ingels Group/
Glessner and Amager Ressourcecenter
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OUR
PEDIGREE

FEHMARNBELT FIXED LINK
In the future Scandinavia and the rest of
Europe will be connected by the world’s
longest road and rail tunnel, between
Denmark and Germany. Ramboll is part
of the consortium acting as the client’s
principal consultant. This mega project
demonstrates innovative thinking which
will improve functionality through its
pioneering longitudinal ventilation
system and state-of-the-art safety and
security features. Image: Schonherr.

PROJECT IN NUMBERS

18.1km
LENGTH OF TUNNEL

Few can bring the breadth
and depth of project,
programme and portfolio
services together with
the technical reach and
innovative spirit that we can.

CORE MARKETS:
BUILDINGS
TRANSPORT
PLANNING &
URBAN DESIGN
WATER
ENVIRONMENT
& HEALTH
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
CONSULTING

Deep technical reach
Ramboll is a 15,500 strong
global engineering, design and
consultancy company regarded
for our technical excellence and
innovative approaches. We have
all the technical depth needed to
deliver some of the most complex,
iconic and innovative projects, from
the world’s longest road and rail
tunnel connecting Denmark and
Germany, to the world-famous Tate
Modern gallery in the UK. We are
able to quickly access this technical
advice to inform project and
programme delivery.

Leading EHS consultancy
We have been trusted to develop
and manage EHS programmes
for the operations of many global
blue-chip companies as well as on
iconic projects. Our experience
in managing complex EHS issues
means we know how to effectively
achieve compliance and reduce risks
and liabilities, as well as creating
economic value and competitive
advantage. A rigorous EHS focus
is critical in any undertaking and
we bring this expertise to bear
in our project and programme
management approaches.

Recognised digital pioneer
Ramboll is a pioneer and leader in
maximising the digital design and
offsite construction potential in
projects and know how to integrate
such approaches to accelerate
project timelines and manage costs.
We also know how to automate
appropriate parts of our service
delivery to ensure our time is
focussed on the high value areas
and know how to use digitalisation
to transform the way we work,
collaborate and communicate
to ensure efficient and effective
project delivery.

In-house management consultancy
Uniquely, Ramboll has a 500-strong
dedicated management advisory
business who regularly form part
of multidisciplinary teams to
deliver our project and programme
Management services. They
provide valuable input to a projects
business cases, providing dynamic
optioneering and project selection
services, as well as socio-economic
studies and analysis on the
consequences of policy and project
interventions on the economic,
environmental and social aspects of
society.

10minutes
TRAVEL TIME FOR VEHICLES

7minutes
TRAIN JOURNEY TIME
COAST TO COAST

CLIMATE-RESILIENT URBAN
INFRASTRUCTURE
Ramboll’s management consultants are
providing technical assistance to the
Asian Development Bank (ADB) related
to financing low-carbon, climate-resilient
urban infrastructure in cities in the AsiaPacific region. We are mapping climate
vulnerability, validating infrastructure
options, and identifying financial models
and mechanisms - ultimately identifying
projects eligible for climate financing.
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OUR SERVICES
PROJECT &
PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT
336,000

bricks -

create the awe-inspiring façade

TATE MODERN
The new Tate Modern extension
(the Blavatnik building) is an
iconic world-class addition to
London’s skyline. It pushes the
boundaries of modern design and
engineering. From its one-of-akind geometric structure to its
striking brick façade, every facet
of this building has been planned
and engineered with staggering
accuracy. Image: Daniel Shearing.

Operating across the full project,
programme and portfolio
management lifecycle, Ramboll is
able to provide a comprehensive set
of advisory and delivery services
across a wide range of markets
and environments. Whether in
monitoring and reporting the
progress of your projects and
programmes across your portfolio,
or consistently embedding
transformational change, we can
bring certainty of project
outcomes and create value for
your stakeholders.
Project and Programme
Management (PPM)
Whether it be advising how best to
reduce project uncertainty in the
built environment, implementing
a business change programme
to drive your strategies or
consolidating and driving
consistency across your portfolio,
we have a range of advisory
and delivery services that can
bring value to your projects and
programmes.

Portfolio Management
Our portfolio management services
can reassure you that your projects
and programmes are appropriately
selected, aligned with your strategic
objectives, that performance and
progress is monitored and reported,
and that there is optimised
organisational capacity as they
deliver the best possible outcomes
and return on your investments.
Project Management Office (PMO)
Ramboll can define, design
and deliver PMO’s that allow
your projects, programmes and
portfolio’s to be supported in the
right way, at the right time and
with the right services. This ensures
there is a connection between
strategy and delivery, a sharp focus
on realising benefits, and that
resources are optimised to allow
the PMO the best possibility of
achieving success.
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E-ELT
Located on a mountaintop in Chile, the Extremely
Large Telescope (ELT) will be the largest
optical telescope ever made. The revolutionary
telescope being built by the European Southern
Observatory (ESO), will gather more light than all
the existing telescopes on the planet combined
and will enable astronomers to search for extraterrestrial life in 10 years’ time. Since 2013
Ramboll has served as technical advisor to ESO,
supporting them in the procurement and contract
administration of the construction and design
of the telescope’s dome and main structure.
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100

THE DOME IS 100M IN DIAMETER,
THE SIZE OF ROME’S COLOSSEUM

13

THE E-ELT WILL IDENTIFY GALAXIES
13 BILLION LIGHT YEARS AWAY

2026

SCHEDULED COMPLETION DATE

E-ELT, Image: ESOL/Calçada
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OUR SERVICES
STRATEGY &
ASSURANCE
Ensuring the objectives of projects,
programmes and portfolios
are clear, governed, aligned to
strategies, with the right processes
supporting them, is key to their
ultimate success and providing
confidence to stakeholders.
Whether projects in the built
environment or a major change
transformation, Ramboll’s advisory
and delivery services reassure
clients and stakeholders that
projects have been set up for
success and will deliver.
Assurance
Ensuring management plans are
robust and auditable, that processes
and functions supporting your
projects are adequately monitored
and controlled is key to success and
stakeholder confidence. Ramboll
offers independent, impartial and
practical advice on the quality of
your management plans and the
deployment of the right levels of
governance to assure success.

DOHA METRO GREEN LINE,
Ramboll is supporting Qatar’s
ambitious plans for a rail-based
public transport network in Doha
and was the Design Verification
Engineer providing independent
certification of the works spanning
stations, switchboxes, escape
shafts and twin bored tunnels.

Change and transformation
programmes
Ramboll identifies business
needs and objectives, assesses
preparedness for change, provides
options and expertise to lead
on developing, planning and
implementing transformational
change, and will identify, realise
and measure the benefits your
transformation intended.
Management advisory
Our experts will share their
experience and insights to provide
impactful management advice,
whether that be empowering
project engagement strategies
through stakeholder intelligence,
advising on the impacts of policy
interventions on environmental
or social aspects, or providing
meaningful data to support
business case development.
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OUR SERVICES
SITUATION
MANAGEMENT
Situations of challenge, concern
and uncertainty which have the
potential to slow progress or knock
a project off track can occasionally
occur. Ramboll’s experts bring
experience in Situation Management
where we help to anticipate future
challenges, support existing project
teams or lead the recovery of a
project not performing to plan.
Project and Programme Recovery
Ramboll’s experts rapidly evaluate
the current project situation to
determine causes of uncertainty,
reviewed against the validity of
the projects intended goals and
objectives. We know how to
carefully challenge and improve
project controls and stakeholder
engagement to put in place
recovery plans that successfully get
projects back on track.

MERSEY GATEWAY
The Mersey Gateway is a six-lane
cable-stayed tolled bridge across
the Mersey Estuary and provides
a vital new crossing in North West
England. Ramboll supported this
landmark project from 2001 until
it’s opening in 2017, firstly as Lead
Technical Consultant and latterly
as part of the Technical and
Contractual Advisor team during
construction. Image: MarseyLink

Team Augmentation
Executing large and complex
projects demands the efficient
and effective collaboration and
integration of many diverse
resources. We help ensure the right
people with the right capabilities
are in position to lead and support
projects and have a huge breadth of
expertise available to help augment
existing teams or provide specific
roles to bridge resource or capacity
gaps.
Expert/Peer Reviews
Ramboll brings a wealth of
experience and expertise to
review projects, portfolios and
programmes to bring reassurance
and confidence, with unrivalled
access to project, engineering and
other technical disciplines.
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NUMBER OF
LANES ACROSS
THE BRIDGE

2km
LENGTH OF
ELEVATED
STRUCTURE

4,000
NUMBER OF JOBS CREATED
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TONNES OF
CONTAMINATED
MATERIAL
RECOVERED
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60

IN 2017 THE CITY WELCOMED 60 VESSELS,
WITH 120,000 PASSENGERS AND CREW

7

CURRENT TERMINAL GENERATES
£7M+ TO THE CITY’S ECONOMY
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LIVERPOOL
CRUISE TERMINAL
One of Liverpool’s most important regeneration projects this
decade is to enhance the city’s capabilities in handling the next
generation of turnaround cruise ships, which can carry up to
3,600 passengers. Liverpool City Council is creating a state-ofthe-art passenger and baggage facility, complete with passport
control, lounge and café, with a new landmark terminal building
being suspended on a deck over the river. Ramboll is leading
a multi-disciplinary technical team designing the new terminal
and hotel and will stay involved until scheme completion.

RAMBOLL BRINGS OVER 20 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE IN CRUISE TERMINALS

LIVERPOOL CRUISE TERMINAL
Image: Courtesy of Liverpool City Council
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OUR SERVICES
PROJECT
SERVICES
We bring our focus and passion for
successful value-creating projects
and programmes through the
project services we provide. We
are experienced in implementing
best practice and deploying
expert services spanning risk
and construction management,
commercial and contract
management, and project controls.
Risk and Issue Management
Ramboll provides an unparalleled
range of pre-emptive and
responsive risk and issue
management services. These
include providing expertise
to manage your projects’ risk
process, facilitating project risk and
opportunity workshops to identify
and analyse potential risks and
opportunities.

HS2
Ramboll is supporting several
packages of works on High Speed
2 (HS2) in the UK, including the
Enabling Works on the Northern and
Southern sections of Phase 1, and
forming part of the team acting as
the Engineering and Environmental
Overview Consultant on Phase
2b. Ramboll is also supporting
the digitalising of the railways in
both Denmark and the UK, where
in Denmark Ramboll is heading
the consortium for upgrading the
country’s entire signalling system.

Engineering and Construction
Management
Ramboll has impressive expertise
spanning the built environment,
including construction, civil
engineering and industrial project
environments. Whether undertaking
design management services for a
new building, providing technical
and environmental due diligence,
or conducting cost estimates, we
can ensure construction project
challenges are overcome.
Commercial, Contracts and Project
Controls
We establish and deliver effective
commercial, contractual and project
controls. From advising on benefits
and drawbacks of contract types,
ensuring project controls are
deployed, to developing commercial
and contract strategies, we have the
expertise to deliver project value
and success.
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QUEENSFERRY
CROSSING
The Queensferry Crossing is one of the most
striking engineering icons of the twenty-first
century. It is the UK’s tallest bridge and the
world’s longest three-tower, cable-stayed bridge.
Ramboll is proud to have led the Design Joint
Venture (DJV) for main construction contractors
Forth Crossing Bridge Constructors (FCBC),
helping deliver the crossing and surrounding
road approaches. The amazing innovation and
collaboration needed to deliver this remarkable
structure has been recognised with countless
awards, including Project of the Decade and
Outstanding Project in a Generation.
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210

THE UK’S TALLEST BRIDGE
AT UP TO 210 METRES HIGH

2017

OPENED SEPTEMBER 2017
BY HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN

16,869

CUBIC METRES OF CONCRETE USED
IN THE LARGEST CONTINUOUS
UNDERWATER CONCRETE POUR

QUEENSFERRY CROSSING
Image: Graeme Peacock

